Divisional Elections In El Corral Today

Election for the student court and Poly Royal executive committees posts is being held today from 9 a.m. until 4 p.m. in El Corral. To insure the best representation for your group, whether industrial or agricultural, be sure to vote today. Agricultural and industrial students met last Tuesday to nominate their representatives for student court and Poly Royal executive committees. Agricultural students nominated for student court were: James John, Don Plater, Bob Rockwell, Bob Koons, Paul Rose, Jim Moon, Jerry Tucker, Don Flater, Bob Ryan, and Paul Webster. Agricultural students nominated for membership on the Poly Royal executive committee were: John Jones, Don Flate, Bob Rockwell, Bob Koons, Gary King, Bob Webster, Jim Moon, and Jerry Tucker.

Today, agricultural students were meeting, the industrial students were holding their meeting in the engineering auditorium.

The Alumni dance, which was for the nomination of industrial representatives for the student court and Poly Royal executive committee, was held Tuesday evening.

Elections for student court posts were: Don Fleeter, Bob Webster, and Jay Tucker. Don Fleeter, Bob Webster, and Jay Tucker will make up the executive committee. Students nominated for positions in the student court will vote for one candidate for Poly Royal executive committee. Agricultural students for student court and Poly Royal executive committee were: John Jones, Don Flater, Bob Rockwell, Bob Koons, Gary King, Bob Webster, Jim Moon, and Jerry Tucker.

The three candidates who poll the highest received the nomination for student court, and the three elected candidates for the industrial students will vote for one candidate for Poly Royal executive committee. Each industrial student will vote for one candidate as industrial representatives for student court. It is expected that the three candidates will be: Bob Webster, Don Fleeter, and Jay Tucker.

The Industrial Student met in the student union, and the torch light' apectacle caused many persons to come out to see the game. The game was the scene of contented merriment for everyone who attended.

Election for student court and Poly Royal executive committee were: John Jones, Don Flater, Bob Rockwell, Bob Koons, Gary King, Bob Webster, Jim Moon, and Jerry Tucker.

Election for industrial representatives for the student court and Poly Royal executive committee were: John Jones, Don Flater, Bob Rockwell, Bob Koons, Gary King, Bob Webster, Jim Moon, and Jerry Tucker.

After the election, the Industrial and Agricultural students met in the student union, and the torch light apectacle caused many persons to come out to see the game. The game was the scene of contented merriment for everyone who attended.

The Alumni dance, which was for the nomination of industrial representatives for the student court and Poly Royal executive committee, was held Tuesday evening.

The Alumni dance was held in the student union, and the torch light apectacle caused many persons to come out to see the game. The game was the scene of contented merriment for everyone who attended.

Election for student court and Poly Royal executive committee were: John Jones, Don Flater, Bob Rockwell, Bob Koons, Gary King, Bob Webster, Jim Moon, and Jerry Tucker.

Election for industrial representatives for the student court and Poly Royal executive committee were: John Jones, Don Flater, Bob Rockwell, Bob Koons, Gary King, Bob Webster, Jim Moon, and Jerry Tucker.

Election for student court and Poly Royal executive committee were: John Jones, Don Flater, Bob Rockwell, Bob Koons, Gary King, Bob Webster, Jim Moon, and Jerry Tucker.

Election for industrial representatives for the student court and Poly Royal executive committee were: John Jones, Don Flater, Bob Rockwell, Bob Koons, Gary King, Bob Webster, Jim Moon, and Jerry Tucker.

About 7 p.m.—Faculty Dinner (Women's dormitory).

About 8 p.m.—Dance for members of the New Mustang Club.

At 11 p.m.—Second annual Alumni dance in the Student Union.
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El Mustang Down, But Not Out

The Hallowe'en gremlins started early this year. Last night disaster struck El Mustang. The paper was all ready to go to press. The only thing left to do was to put the finished forms on the press and start it rolling. Then fate dealt the staff an unkind, low, dirty blow. Some evil spirit touched the chaise and spread the type all over the floor. We wish to thank our many advertisers for their patronage and we hope that they will all bear with us until next week.

It is very sad that accidents of this kind occur in the history of a paper. Such an accident almost never happens twice to the same printer. The printer usually goes out and quietly hangs himself. So far this accident has had no such final results.

Never-the-less, we have every reason in the world to believe that such a thing will never again happen to us. El Mustang is soon to have the facilities of a new print shop with new equipment. The antiquated, and oft repaired, chaise that was responsible has already been discarded. We hope soon to show you the results that can be obtained with decent equipment. If yesterday's disaster will hasten the day that we get the new equipment then it has done some good, in spite of all the work and effort that the accident has caused us. We thank you.

Pete Bunting Father Of Baby Daughter

The ranks of proud Poly papers was increased by one on October 30th with the birth of Miss Henrietta Jacobs Bunting. Miss Bunting, a daughter of Mr. and Mrs. Peter Bunting of Atascadero, is a worthy addition to the proud parents' first child, who has been named Adriaan Bunting.

First word heard on the campus concerning the newcomer, occurred on Friday when the weary Pete trooped into his right sized cereal orphelain class. Instructor Prof. D. Dougall, who had heard of the arrival earlier, made the announcement that Pete was to have a daughter.

Bunting attended Cal Poly in 1988.39 and is back in school to continue his agricultural studies under the benefits of the G.I. bill. He will continue his agricultural studies under the benefits of the G.I. bill.
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Collegians Big Hit at Dance

The student body dance following the bonfire rally on Friday night was a great success for all who attended. The excellent music and appearance pleased thePoly crowd. As they entered the gym, the music swelled and it was not a flash in the pan.

The Hallowe'en decorations produced by the Dutch culture club were very effective. Of course later into the night, devoos who attended, was the increase in giggles following the antics of the "rats." The many "rats" in the crowd found the faster rhythms more to their taste, although some people were heard to complain that such groups should go out for track. Many golden rings which followed lasted several minutes, when tears were voted for the Foundations of Crystal Gym.

Riding, McLaughlin Teach Poly Pugilists

Many Poly students can be seen from 4 to 6 in the gym, busy ex-
pelling in learning the fundamentals of boxing. Instructor Dave Bradley, aided by acting manager Jack McLaughlin, is doing a fine job of getting the boys in shape. In the"chips" the students are learning the importance and power of the right jab and cross. McLaughlin gave box-

ing instructions while in the gym.

POLY in this week.

Since the war has ended, the Poly bowling enthusiasts have some feather weight boxers that he would certainly like to

competed at the downtown alleys last Monday evening when the "chips" controlled the "Polyc-B" series. The "chips" won the contest with a score of 2105 to 2096, high

single game honors. The "chips" controlled the "Polyc-B" series. One Poly bowler, who hit 600 with all three games, had a

unusual feat of four consecutive perfect games. This is unusual for a Poly bowler, who has made a name for himself in this sport. Many Poly students can be seen

in the gym, busy exercising in learning the fundamentals of boxing. Instructor Dave Bradley, aided by acting manager Jack McLaughlin, is doing a fine job of getting the boys in shape. In the gym, the students are learning the importance and power of the right jab and cross. McLaughlin gave boxing instructions while in the gym. The Poly bowling enthusiasts have some feather weight boxers that he would certainly like to compete at the downtown alleys last Monday evening when the "chips" controlled the "Polyc-B" series. The "chips" won the contest with a score of 2105 to 2096, high single game honors. The "chips" controlled the "Polyc-B" series. One Poly bowler, who hit 600 with all three games, had a
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